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Margaret and Geoff have managed their property ‘Garuwanga’ for conservation. They have also 
played key roles in FOG’s on-ground work on Old Cooma Common Grassland Reserve, Hall Cemetery, 
and the National Capital Authority lands in which FOG is making a major contribution. Margaret in 
particular has dedicated much of her time to understanding weed ecology and the appropriate use 
of equipment and herbicides in controlling them. The presentation will provide short case studies on 
each of these sites: the objectives, the issues posed at each site, the strategies and approaches, the 
recruitment and training of volunteers, the successes and the take-home lessons.

We wish to begin by explaining a little of our 
background. In July 1993, Margaret and Geoff  
decided to buy a bush block near Nimmitabel. 
By then we had developed a love of Australian 
landscapes, plants and birds. We wanted something 
that was largeish, with river frontage and relatively 
weed free.  We were about to live overseas as Geoff 
had been offered a job that would finance our dream 
of having such a property.  We called the property 
‘Garuwanga’: Ngarigo for ‘dreaming’. 

We did not spend any meaningful time there until 
late 1996. Then we began to collect and record the 
340 native plant species we have since discovered. 
Later we went on to record many birds, reptiles, frogs, some insects and other species.  We 
joined Friends of Grasslands as we considered we could learn much of what we needed to 
know from the group.  We soon found ourselves very involved in its organisation. We were 
already members of native plant and bird groups and eventually joined many more similar 
groups.  Through these we became very involved in the Monaro Regional Weeds Committee, 
the Conservation Council for the Canberra Region, Kosciuszko to Coast (K2C), the ACT 
Herpetological Association, and the Cooma Rural 
Lands Protection Board (later the Livestock Health 
and Protection Authority South-east Region) to 
mention just some.  We have been consulted by 
many agencies, organisations and land owners and 
managers who consider we have something to 
contribute.

The case studies discussed below are dominated by 
Natural Temperate Grasslands, Snow Gum Grassy 
Woodlands, and Yellow Box – Red Gum Grassy 
Woodlands – acknowledged threatened ecological 
communities. Grasslands are naturally treeless 
areas dominated by a diversity of grasses and other 
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herbaceous plants such as wild flowers. Grassy woodlands have a similar grassy storey to 
grasslands, with higher layers of scattered trees and shrubs. Because grasslands and grassy 
woodlands have attracted intensive farming and grazing, only small remnants of what existed 
in 1788 remain. Some grazed areas have retained much of their pre-settlement vegetation, 
through sympathetic management. Nevertheless, even good quality remnant grasslands and 
woodlands have been highly modified and are prone to weed attack.    

This presentation focuses on managing for conservation without the use of stock grazing. This 
is only one of a number of scenarios that could be considered. Some scenarios could involve 
‘conservation grazing’, where grazing is used to control biomass and weeds, or management 
for both conservation and production. 

‘Garuwanga’
‘Garuwanga’ is a 270 ha property with large areas of 
natural grassland and grassy woodlands, as well as heath, 
shrubby woodland, riverine and occasional wet areas, 
such as watercourses, drainage lines and ephemeral 
springs. It also has some spectacular rocky outcrops 
and amazing landscape, including many types of riverine 
landscapes.  While most of the property remains 
relatively weed-free, by early 1997 we discovered we 
had several small patches of Serrated Tussock, some 
large patches of Verbascum, and a large hillside ex-sheep 
camp totally weed covered.  The worst areas were 
former sheep camps including an area that had been 
pasture improved. 

Margaret took the initiative, researching various weeds and the best methods of control. She 
also consulted many practitioners. One friend in particular devoted many hours to assisting 
us.  We equipped ourselves with backpacks, over time graduating to two 4WD bikes equipped 
with spray tanks and long hoses.  We acquired bags for collecting weed/seeds, dauber-
doovers for daubing, and hand tools, especially to tackle scattered isolated plants and patches. 
Additionally, we purchased a large trailer to transport the bikes and a smaller trailer attachable 
to the quad bikes for moving weeds.  We also purchased a slasher to slash heavy infestations 
of weeds to avoid leaving bare ground.  This doubled as a grass cutter.  We obtained and 
maintained our weed certification.  We read intensively about individual weed identification 
and ecology, and methods of weeding and native vegetation restoration.  We participated 
in many presentations, workshops, field days and working bees on weeding and vegetation 
restoration, sometimes as participants but also as organisers and presenters.

At ‘Garuwanga’, we divide weeds (for us, any exotic 
plant) into three categories. First, well established 
weeds that are noxious or generally regarded as 
undesirable and which we attempt to eradicate (e.g. 
Serrated Tussock; Slender, Spear, Scotch, Nodding and 
Variegated Thistle; Verbascum; Madagascan Fireweed; 
Salsify; and woody weeds such as Briar Rose, Blackberry 
and Hawthorn). Second, isolated noxious and 
undesirable weeds which have not become established 
and which we have removed (e.g. St John’s Wort, 
Vipers Bugloss, African Lovegrass, and Yarrow).  Third, 
other undesirable weeds which we have not seriously 
attempted to control (e.g. Yorkshire Fog grass, some 
annual exotic grasses, Flatweed and the like, and clover).  We conscientiously seek out weeds 
in the first two categories. For some weeds in the third category we have been contemplating 
what approaches might work to control them. However, these have remain somewhat beyond 
our skills and resources.   
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Weeding is only a component of grassland and grassy 
ecosystem vegetation management which needs to 
address biodiversity, biomass, feral animals, fire, fencing 
and equipment, safety and financial management. One 
tool which may meet weeding and other objectives is 
the use of traditional Aboriginal landscape management 
techniques, especially the use of fire which has 
much promise.  About 10 years ago we entered into 
an Aboriginal Heritage Agreement with the then 
Murrumbidgee Catchment Management Authority to 
protect ‘Garuwanga’ for its biodiversity and traditional 
cultural values, and as part of that we conducted five 
workshops, sponsored by Friends of Grasslands and 
the Murrumbidgee CMA, on traditional land management, led by Rodney Mason, a traditional 
land management practitioner.  This gave us new insights into land management and we have 
experimented with the use of fire.  

We estimate that annually we devote 350 hours to weeding and spend around $4000 on 
herbicide and equipment, although the latter figure is trending down.  

Friends of Grasslands
Friends of Grasslands (FOG) proved useful to us in 
providing knowledge of and experience in weeding, as 
well as access to experienced practitioners, as from 
its earliest days FOG organised various working bees 
to assist rural and other landowners and managers. It 
continued to play this role for a number of years. 

FOG projects associated with Old Cooma Common 
Grassland Reserve, the National Capital Authority sites, 
and Hall Cemetery are case studies discussed next.

Old Cooma Common Grassland Reserve
About 1998, David Eddy, then working for the 
World Wide Fund for Nature as the Monaro 
Grassland Officer, established the Monaro Grassland 
Conservation Management Network (CMN). He 
persuaded FOG to apply for a grant to establish a 
grassland reserve at the Cooma site then known 
as Radio Hill which contained a high quality natural 
temperate grassland, and the best known population 
of the Monaro Golden Daisy on the Monaro.  The 
Cooma–Monaro Shire Council is responsible for this 
site which it manages as a Crown Land Reserve. FOG 
applied for and received the grant and thus began a more 
than 15-year partnership between the Shire Council and 
FOG. Margaret played a key role in organising FOG 
working bees at the site which later became known as 
Old Cooma Common Grassland Reserve.

The initial grant paid for fencing of the site, signage, a 
brochure, herbicide and a genetic study on the Monaro 
Golden Daisy. Cooma–Monaro Shire Council organised 
for African Lovegrass spraying and FOG arranged 
fencing and organised many working bees which 
removed the woody weeds. Weeds such as Verbascum, 
Vipers Bugloss, Cinquefoil and many more are also 
prevalent. However, these have not been a priority.  
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FOG’s objectives at the time were to assist the launch 
of the Monaro Grassland CMN and to help it to 
promote grassland conservation and management, 
to undertake many working bees in the first year 
and thereafter occasional working bees to remove 
woody weeds, to find funding to tackle other weed 
issues, and to encourage local people to take on the 
long-term role of caretaker for the reserve. FOG met 
these objectives except the last. Although local Cooma 
people have been involved, FOG was unsuccessful 
in finding local people to take on the longer-term 
management responsibility. 

FOG’s working bees comprised a mix of people with varying skills. Tasks undertaken were 
chain-sawing, cutting and daubing, and weed spraying from back packs, quad bikes, 4WD motor 
vehicles, or Cooma–Monaro Shire Council’s high intensity weeding equipment. The relationship 
with the Shire Council has been a strong one, and it and FOG have organised a number of 
grants to have African Lovegrass professionally controlled from time to time. FOG organised 
its last working bee at Old Cooma Common in 2012. 

An invasive weed that emerged was St John’s Wort. In response, FOG organised a series of 
working bees to spot and boom spray the wort using a few highly skilled volunteers in a series 
of multi-day working bees in which the volunteers once even camped overnight at the reserve. 
On other occasions funds have been found, including use of Council resources, to employ 
professional sprayers to control the wort.

FOG’s involvement at the Common had a number of external benefits. FOG learnt important 
lessons about project management and sourcing finance; FOG’s knowledge of weed 
management was enhanced; volunteers received training and their skills were greatly improved; 
FOG education and advocacy programs were better informed and carried greater authority; 
FOG received suitable media coverage; and all the proceeding benefits enhanced the profiles 
of FOG and grasslands.  

Earlier this year FOG applied for a grant to obtain funds to spray African Lovegrass and St 
John’s Wort at Old Cooma Common and two other nearby reserves, particularly focused on 
the protection of the Monaro Golden Daisy. If successful, FOG will undertake monitoring of 
these sites and conduct annual field days to explain the importance of the sites and methods 
to control weed issues.

Hall Cemetery
FOG members have visited Hall Cemetery in the 
Australian Capital Territory over many years. A key 
attraction is the Hall or Tarengo Leek Orchid.  This 
once widely spread grassland orchid is now only known 
from a few sites. Oddly the orchid found a home in 
the main section of the Hall Cemetery, a secondary 
grassland (that is, the original scattered trees and 
shrubs have been removed leaving a treeless area). 
It was recognised that the orchid population faced a 
new threat when eucalypts started to regenerate.  At 
the request of the ACT Government, FOG took on 
a project in conjunction with the Government and 
ACT Cemeteries Trust to hand remove the regenerating trees and their roots. Once that 
was achieved FOG then focused on the removal of woody and herbaceous weeds from the 
adjoining woodland and verge areas.  While this task is ongoing, FOG has since turned its 
attention to removing Phalaris which is being replaced by colonising Microlaena.  Andy Russell 
became the first coordinator of this project and John Fitz Gerald took over this role when 
Andy stood down.  
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National Capital Authority Land
The National Capital Authority (NCA) is the 
Commonwealth agency responsible for certain aspects 
of ACT planning and for managing certain lands in 
Canberra. Like many government agencies, its funds for 
weed and biodiversity management are limited. FOG 
member Jamie Pittock, who has had a long association 
with grassland conservation, put forward a proposal to 
FOG. His proposal led to FOG approaching the NCA 
with the suggestion that NCA and FOG should form 
a restoration/weeding partnership. When approached, 
the NCA readily agreed as it saw this as a practical way 
forward to manage its biodiversity and weeding responsibilities.

For its part, the NCA devised a management plan for several of its sites, particularly Stirling 
Park, a large woodland area that has been set aside for a future Prime Minister’s residence, 
and Yarramundi Reach, a large grassland remnant adjacent to Lake Burley Griffin. Both were 
deteriorating from lack of adequate management. The NCA agreed to finance larger weeding 
and biodiversity management tasks dictated by the plan, while FOG organised regular 
working bees of volunteers to remove woody and herbaceous weeds. FOG targeted tertiary 
students, appealing to their sense of community responsibility, and offering skills training and 
an experience in working in a diverse threatened grassy ecosystem.  The NCA agreed to 
supply funds to FOG for equipment, herbicides, training and catering. Jamie Pittock has since 
coordinated this work and recruited some very able assistants to share the workload. For 
example John Fitz Gerald, Peter McGhie, Sarah Sharp and Margaret, between them, spend 
numerous hours organising working bees, planning on-ground work, organising surveys and 
monitoring, providing technical expertise, and transporting equipment. Many local residents 
near Stirling Park now play a major role in organising and participating in working bees. 

FOG does not engage in on-ground work unless the project meets FOG’s goals of protecting 
and managing important grassland and woodland areas, educating target groups and the 
community more broadly on the importance of grasslands/woodlands and their management, 
and imparting training and skills to volunteers.  These objectives are being achieved at all of 
FOG’s project sites. Other FOG goals were to stop and reverse further deterioration of these 
sites and, by creating a sense of community ownership, prevent their being converted to a 
non-conservation use.  

‘Gundharwar’
I would like to mention briefly another case study 
that brings out a very useful lesson. ‘Gundharwar’ is a 
100 acre property on the Murrumbidgee River near 
Michelago owned by Tony and Gill Robinson.  This might 
be described as a life-style block with grasslands and a 
scattering of other vegetation communities. There is no 
grazing.  Tony is active in Landcare and the Kosciuszko 
to Coast (K2C) group, and conscientious about his 
weeds. He has been using a backpack and measuring 
the number of litres of herbicide he has used each 
year. His very precise records and graphs show a clear 
trending down in his use of herbicide as he has brought various weeds, particularly African 
Lovegrass and St John’s Wort, under control.     

What we have learnt
Through attending numerous conferences, workshops and the like, and through our on-
ground experience and research, we have learnt a number of valuable lessons. 
1.  Natural Temperate Grasslands and grassy woodlands are less than 5% of their 1788 area. 
Nevertheless, remnants are important for their biodiversity, ecosystem services and as a 
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source of valuable plant material for farming and landscape management. Unfortunately many 
remnants no longer function as they once did, and are weed prone. 

2.  Weeds outcompete and shade out native vegetation and are usually not suitable as a food 
source for native insects and larger animals, and hence if unchecked they create a break in the 
food chain and are poor habitat for native vegetation and fauna.

3.  Grasslands and woodlands require active intervention to manage biomass and weeds and if 
left unattended they simply deteriorate and become weedy.  

4.  Good weed management requires clearly identifying objectives, developing a weeding 
strategy, knowing the ecology of wanted and unwanted plants, training in and experience 
of herbicides and equipment, and, most importantly, having the appropriate resources, 
including financial, to carry out the task. There is a lot to be said for trial and error and 
adaptive management but, as projects get larger, formal planning and monitoring are essential. 
Integrated weed management is a useful concept in this context. 

5.  Important elements of a weed strategy are knowing weed life cycles, stopping seed 
dispersal, and focusing on large patches of weeds as well as isolated and scattered plants. 

6.  Examining our attitudes to landscape management. Since becoming involved in grassland 
conservation, we have probably completely changed our attitudes on every aspect of grassland 
management. In particular we can possibly learn from traditional (Aboriginal) landscape 
management.  The first lesson is that our grasslands and woodlands are cultural landscapes and 
hence have always been managed since Aboriginal people settled this region. Rediscovering 
and reintroducing traditional practices, or suitable alternatives, is likely to assist in land 
management and weed management in particular. 

7.  FOG’s projects on public lands have worked well because of FOG’s close partnership with 
the institutional owner, clearly and mutually defined objectives underpinned by a management 
plan, the iconic nature of the sites chosen, and the opportunities provided to FOG and 
community volunteers to contribute to a worthwhile social and environmental objective and 
to learn skills. 

8.  We need to become strong advocates for better land management. However, a prerequisite 
is to identify clearly what the objectives of this advocacy are, given the huge dimension and 
complexity of weeding issues, and the very limited resources available to combat weeds. 
Those objectives might differ according to who owns the land and the purpose for which it is 
managed. We also need to change attitudes to weeding and we might focus on the following 
messages: 
• Good land management practices lead to better production and or conservation 

outcomes. 
• A good neighbour ensures that his or her property is not a weed source.
• Prevention is better than cure, and eventually cheaper.
• Weeding raises the aesthetic and economic value. 
• Landowners and managers need to plan properly and to resource weed management.
• Weed management is equally the responsibility of urban land owners. 
• There is a need to strengthen legislation and enforcement and to have, say, a three-yearly 

weed audit which must be drawn to the attention of property purchasers.
• It is essential that weed management training is set within the context of holistic 

farming management and or bush regeneration (which takes an integrated approach to 
conservation management and restoration). Such training should address all methods of 
weed control and illustrate the use of traditional land management practices, especially the 
use of fire. 

• There needs to be increased extension services and provision of training to assist 
landowners to understand their responsibilities and acquire the necessary skills and 
resources. Current training and its delivery should be reviewed.  
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• More emphasis should be placed on the creation of bush regeneration teams to manage 
public lands – note such teams take integrated land management approaches rather than a 
focus on just high priority weeds. 

• There needs to be more funding for research into weeds, their impacts, methods of 
control and integration into broader management practices. Cuts to research is a scandal. 

• Attention should be paid to the development of strategies that integrate chemical and 
non-chemical weed control methods and that address threats to weed management. These 
should address the concerns raised by the anti-chemical ‘brigade’ and possibly the overuse, 
or inappropriate use, of herbicides. 

 
Geoff Robertson is a former economic and social statistician who, with his partner 
Margaret, owns ‘Garuwanga’ which they manage for conservation. Geoff has been active in 
many conservation groups in the Canberra region and is a former president of Friends of 
Grasslands, the Conservation Council and Kosciuszko to Coast. He has focused his energies 
on learning about grassy ecosystems and has played a key advocacy and organising role. 

Margaret Ning has played key roles in Friends of Grasslands (FOG), formal and informal, 
especially in developing FOG’s role in educating FOG members and members of the public 
in plant identification and weed management. She has organised many field trips and working 
bees and made many contributions to the News of Friends of Grasslands.

Greening Australia, building understorey diversity 

Nicki Taws

Greening Australia is working to restore groundcover diversity and condition across a variety 
of sites of different quality and land tenures in the ACT and surrounding NSW. Different 
methods have been used depending on initial site condition and species diversity. Some early 
trials show promise and new methods are being trialled in conjunction with CSIRO and ANU.
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Nicki Taws has worked with 
Greening Australia for the last 14 
years on a variety of revegetation, 
survey and monitoring projects, 
particularly on the value of 
habitat restoration for birds. 
More recently she has focused on 
projects involving restoration of 
woodland and grasslands.

Site preparation weed control 
for groundcover planting 

Site preparation for  
grassland restoration 

Grassland restoration
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Restoration of groundlayer diversity

David Johnson

A brief description of remnant native grasslands vs the modified natural temperate grasslands 
that exist today, and some reasons why the loss of native floristic diversity is a major concern. 
A short outline of the threatening processes and the main challenges with restoring diversity, 
some strategic decisions that need to be made, and some techniques which can be applied.

David Johnson’s professional background includes teaching and then IT work for many years, 
both in Canberra. He has managed the bush block where he lives for over 20 years, and his 
curiosity about nature led him to environmental studies at ANU in 2009. He is now doing a 
PhD on restoring ground-layer diversity. 


